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For the past two years, I have taught a third-year undergraduate
subject on issues in vegetation management, as part of an

applied science degree. In both years I asked the students what
topics they would most like to see added to the curriculum in
the future. Both times, the most popular choice—by a wide
margin—was bush regeneration and restoration.

At first, I was surprised by the strength of the vote for restora-
tion and bush regeneration. But on reflection, the motivations
seemed clear enough.While my perceptions of priority issues in
vegetation conservation were flavoured by past experience and
current circumstances, the students’ choices were more strongly
driven by their perceptions of where jobs would lie in the
future.

In most Australian states, the historical phase of national park
expansionism is drawing to a close.Consequently, the traditional
market for on-ground employment in national parks agencies is
likely to remain static at best. By contrast, job openings are bur-
geoning in fields such as bush regeneration (especially in urban
areas), and catchment protection and land rehabilitation in
regional and rural areas. Mooted policy options for large-scale
revegetation works to help manage salinity are likely to further
enhance employment prospects in revegetation.

In response to my students’ requests, I began collating teach-
ing materials on environmental restoration and rehabilitation.
Naively, I endeavoured to find case studies which illustrated
clear linkages between ecological theories and concepts,
applied research results, and reports of inspirational on-ground
activities (at both large and small spatial scales).

Not surprisingly perhaps, I found the restoration literature
to be highly fragmented and disjointed. At one end of the
research–practice spectrum, it is not hard to find inspirational
accounts of on-ground works, especially from community and
industry-based organizations (such as the Australian Association
of Bush Regenerators and the Indigenous Flora and Fauna Asso-
ciation in Victoria) and in the seminal USA journal Ecological
Restoration (formerly Restoration and Management Notes). At
the other end of the spectrum, there are many excellent compi-

lations of conceptual and philosophical works on restoration
(e.g. Jordan et al.1987;Throop 2000).Both fields are healthy and
vibrant. But many conceptual approaches (especially the philo-
sophical) appear to offer little of value to practitioners, and
many practical accounts of challenges and successes are charac-
terized by minimal conceptual content.

Surprisingly, I found it difficult to find relevant applied studies
in the published literature to bridge the gap between the con-
ceptual and experiential literatures.Such studies obviously exist,
since the mainstream ecological journals contain lots of applied
research, much of which is on enhanced management of natural
ecosystems. The extensive literature on rangeland rehabilitation
and fire ecology, for example, has greatly enhanced our ability to
manage and rehabilitate these ecological systems. However,
while most applied studies acknowledge (at least tacitly) the rel-
evant conceptual literature (and vice versa), far fewer applied
studies have demonstrable links to on-ground restoration activi-
ties (or vice versa). This schism might be expected in a young
discipline, but the dichotomy is far wider than I have encoun-
tered in other fields of environmental management.

Alternatively, in more reflective moments, I wonder if this
paucity of applied restoration research simply highlights the fact
that, as a nation, we have not yet recognized the need to temper
our ongoing ecological destructiveness, let alone seriously con-
sidered ways to redress past damages.

A common perspective in conservation

biology is to ask retrospectively, ‘How did

we get in this hole?’, whereas restoration

ecologists tend to look forward and ask,

‘How do we get out of it?’.

Restoration is one of many approaches to environmental con-
servation. In a recent article, Truman Young (2000) compared
the key concerns of conservation biology and restoration
ecology,based on a review of published literature.The two fields
differ in a number of ways. Conservation biology studies were
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more zoological, descriptive, theoretical, and focused on small
organizational scales (e.g. populations and genetics), while
restoration ecology studies were more botanical, experimental
and based on larger scales (populations, communities and
ecosystems). More importantly, the two fields have a different
temporal focus. A common perspective in conservation biology
is to ask retrospectively,‘How did we get in this hole?’, whereas
restoration ecologists tend to look forward and ask,‘How do we
get out of it?’. Answers to the first question do not necessarily
help to address the second one. Clearly, both disciplines have
complementary roles to play, but the comparative youth of
restoration ecology restricts our ability to deal with many envi-
ronmental issues.

These ruminations have focused on restoration ecology, but a
number of equally important questions can be asked of ecologi-
cal restoration and management. Currently, it is fashionable to
justify many on-ground activities under a mystical veil of ‘adap-
tive management’. Unfortunately this mantra is unlikely to be
helpful, since many examples of ‘adaptive management’ seem to
be based on little more than ‘start it up, stuff it up and start it up
again’, which is exactly what true adaptive management (as pro-
posed by Holling 1978; Parma et al. 1998) was intended to over-
come. In good adaptive management, comprehensive plans are
first developed using all available knowledge, and learning
opportunities are built into all implementation activities, so that
all activities provide lessons to guide future plans and activities.
Learning is not an afterthought. In a similar vein, the anti-
intellectualism of Australia’s National Heritage Trust scheme for
funding environmental rehabilitation (‘Never mention the
dreaded R-word, Research, and forget about monitoring and
experimentation’) can only have led to lessons being lost from
this huge investment in on-ground works.

How can we best learn from the many rehabilitation and
restoration projects that are now being conducted? How can
practitioners provide feedback to influence conceptual frame-
works about ecosystem functioning? Clearly, we need to maxi-
mize as many opportunities as possible to integrate learning

opportunities (i.e. research) into on-ground works (and vice
versa). Similarly, mechanisms need to be fostered to minimize
the fragmentation which currently characterizes the restoration
literature.

In this context, this new journal, Ecological Management
and Restoration, provides a unique opportunity to fill the gaps
in the young field of restoration ecology in Australasia by incor-
porating a wide range of voices in ecosystem management, from
conceptual, descriptive, experimental and experiential back-
grounds.Hopefully in future years, it will be a simple task to scan
back-copies of the Journal, to find case studies which integrate
all levels of ecological knowledge and experience, including
conceptual ecologists (who might ask, ‘How did this activity
influence our conceptual models?’ and vice versa), applied
researchers (‘Which activities gave the best ecological out-
comes?’), and practitioners (‘What did we achieve, and how can
others learn from our experience?’).

Truman Young proposed that ‘the long-term future of conser-
vation biology is restoration ecology’ (Young 2000 p. 77). The
motivations of new conservation graduates leave little doubt
that restoration ecology will play an increasingly important role
in our efforts to heal the damage which we continue to inflict
on this planet. Journals such as Ecological Management &
Restoration provide the intellectual infrastructure to support
these inspirational endeavours.
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